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not make of such a man a counterpart to the powerful nobles
of France. But he was so far successful that he held Lorraine
against Conrad I and even against Henry I, who in 921
recognised his possession of the duchy.
By this time, Robert of Neustria and his allies had realised Robert of
the 4,anger and accepted the challenge. In June 922 Robert
was crowned king by archbishop Walter of Sens, who had
crowned his brother; at the same time Charles lost his most
important adherent in France by the death of the archbishop
of Rheims. In a pitched battle at Soissons in 923, though
Robert lost his life, Charles and the Lorrainers were decisively
defeated. As Robert's son Hugh was too young, Raoul of The reign of
Burgundy took his father-in-law's place and was immediately
crowned king, again by the archbishop of Sens. This was
not to the liking of Robert's other son-in-law, Herbert of
Vermandois, who, himself a descendant of Charlemagne, was
not content any longer to be a subordinate. The dissensions
of his enemies, however, did not assist Charles. With a
simplicity which he had not shown before, he trusted to the
assurances of Herbert and put himself in his power; till his
death in 929 he remained a prisoner, and the count of Ver-
mandois found him a valuable pawn in his rivalry with king
Raoul. The history of the French kingdom degenerates for
a time into the story of a local family feud.
There were other factors contributing to the confusion Condition
of these years. The grant to RoUo had not satisfied his
ambition, or induced him to cease from his destructive raids,
while it encouraged the Normans invading by the Loire to
further efforts in hopes of gaining a settlement for themselves.
Rollo was bought off by the addition of the district of Bayeux
to his duchy, but did not remain quiet for long. Equally
terrible were the raids of the Magyars which had begun in the
reign of Charles the Simple; in 926 after ravaging South
Germany they penetrated almost to the gates of Rheims.
Raoul made no more attempt than his predecessors had done
to undertake the defence of the country as a whole. Each
noble was left to defend his territory as best he could; the
king was concerned only with his own domains, and so little
sense was there of the common weal that it was normal
practice to try to divert the invaders into the territory of a
neighbour. In these circumstances, it was no wonder that
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